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Have fun
exploring new

cultures around
the world!

Arts & Crafts

Sports

Literature and
Folklore

Clothing and
Fashion

Language

Food

Music
& Dance

By Ms. Mila



Hey there, everyone! 
It's Ms. Mila, here.  I am a Visual Arts Teacher and those

are my Wonderful Explorers: Yasmin, Helena,
Emerson, Malu and Heitor.

We are big fans of traveling and learning new things
about the world.

Are you ready for an amazing adventure with us?



What is Culture?What is Culture?

Arts & Crafts

Sports

Religion

Clothing and
Fashion

Language

Cuisine

Music
& Dance

Culture is the lively mix of human expression, showing all the different ways
we share our identity, beliefs, and history through art, language, traditions, and
rituals. It’s important because it ties us to our roots and helps us understand

and appreciate people from different backgrounds.

Social Habits
and Etiquette

Architecture 
and Housing

Literature 
and Folklore

Festivals 
and Celebrations 

Those elements
are all parts of

Culture!



DON'T LET PACKING BECOME MESSY!DON'T LET PACKING BECOME MESSY!
Sometimes we try, but is hard to avoid things getting a little out of control! 

But we need to start to pack, so can you help me to find the following items? 



TRAVEL SCHEDULE TRAVEL SCHEDULE 
This is a helpful schedule template where you can add all the fun things that

you are planning to do.

MORNING
MORNING

AFTERNOON

AFTERNOON

NIGHT
NIGHT

You need to remember to take a break when you’re hungry
and tired, so the fun will continue to happen right after!



ROAD GAMES LIST ROAD GAMES LIST 
These games can add a fun and entertaining element to

your rides and make your journey more enjoyable!

Carpool Karaoke: Take
turns singing along to

your favorite tunes
while driving and score

points for the best
performance.

License Plate
Scavenger Hunt: Try to
spot license plates from

different states or
countries while on the

road.

Parking Lot Obstacle
Course: Set up a mini
obstacle course in a

parking lot and
challenge your friends to

navigate through it.

Car Color Memory
Game: Test your
memory skills by

trying to remember
the colors of cars

you pass on the road.

GPS Treasure Hunt: Use
GPS coordinates to
navigate to hidden

treasures or landmarks
while on a road trip.

Traffic Jam Charades:
Act out different car-

related scenarios while
stuck in traffic and

have others guess what
you're doing.

Red Light, Green Light Mimics:
Play a game of racing where
you have to stop at red lights
and mimic one person of your
family that is in the car. When
the light goes green, they can

start to guess who you
imitated!

New Magic
Transportation: Draw

with your friends some
different ideas of ways
of transportation that

were not invented
before! 



RESPECTING CULTURESRESPECTING CULTURES
What are the new differences and similarities between your

culture and the culture that you visited? Can you show to us? 

My food New food that I tried

My Language New words that I learned
and the meanings

My Clothes Clothes that I observed
people wearing

The thing that I found more similar
from my culture

The thing that I found more different
from my culture


